
BOOKCASE MIDI
These instructions apply to every bookcase in size Midi with box
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Set contains: Set contains:

- 1 box 
- 2 side legs
- 4 shelves (in case of bookcase midi with cabinet, you are 
going to have extra inside shelf)
- m640 screws, m635+k610 screws  and wrenches m4 16x
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1. Place the elements of the bookcase on a soft surface and fasten the shelves with M640 screws. Do not fully 
tighten the screws. 
2. Place the bookcase in an upright position.

3. Slide the box in between the lower shelves. Remember to do it from the back of the bookcase.
4. If there is a box with drawers in your bookcase pull out ONLY the TOP drawer.

How to disassemble the drawer?

You can go to LINK and see our video! You can also read the below instructions:

Pull out the drawer, find the orange clutches under the drawer. Press them down and simultaneously pull out 
the drawer.



5. If there is a box with a cabinet or an open cabinet in your bookcase, open the door.
If you have a vinyl box, you’ll see the holes you need right away on the side of the box.

m635

k610

6. Then screw the boxes to the side legs with M635 
screws and K610 nuts (it doesn’t matter which box 
you have).

7. Insert the plugs (k610) with M615 screws in the 
remaining free holes in the legs (screw on the outsi-
de, plug on the inside). Tighten all screws.

k610
k615

8. If you removed the drawer in the previous steps, now is the time to place it back. Lay down the drawer on 
the guideway rails - remember to put it in front of the metal parts marked in the picture with an arrow. As 
soon as you put the drawer on the rails, push the drawer as if you were closing it until you hear „click”. Now 
the drawer is in its place.
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With one move press and slide the gray button like in the pic-
ture - this will raise the front of the drawer. You have a button 
on the right and on the left of the drawer - see which side of 
the front is lowered in your opinion and use the appropriate 
button. If the whole drawer is too low, lift both sides.

9. If all cabinets and drawers close without any problems, you can go ahead and use the bookcase. However, if 
you see that something needs to be adjusted, see the steps below.

10. If you see that the drawer has fallen, find the GRAY button at the bottom of the drawer - right next to the 
orange clutches you used to release it.

If the front of your drawer is not aligned properly, you can use the adjustment located on the guideway rails 
just behind the drawer. To do this, open the drawer and find the gear that is right behind the back wall of the 
drawer. To make the adjustment, move the gear as shown in the picture as much as you need to. Thanks to 
this, the front of the drawer will run parallel to the body of the bookcase.
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If you need to adjust the fronts of the cabinets (in the box with a cabinet and the open cabinet), see 
the pictures. Each screw on the hinge is responsible for adjusting the front in a different direction. 
Tighten the screws accordingly.

To place a shelf in a cabinet box, dismantle the fronts of the cabinets and slide the
shelf on the mounted shelf brackets. Then reattach the fronts.


